NATIVE   REVOLTS  AND  CONSEQUENCES
pipes in mouth, were straggling home along the road with
great bundles of firewood strapped to their backs. Pipes
are very popular with the older ladies, who never move
without a piece of wood charred at one end which seems to
keep smouldering all day, and serves as a perpetual pipe-
lighter. A few children were playing about, but retired to
watch from behind some trees. Except in the coastal regions,
white visitors to the tribes are very rare. In a level piece of
land behind the main group of huts were the cultivation
patches—taro plants with their immense leaves, manioc, from
which tapioca is made, the inevitable sweet potatoes, and
beans—laid out neatly in rows with not a weed to be seen.
Blue smoke was curling up as the housewives prepared their
hubbies' meal in the communal pot, while hubbies and elder
children were filing back from their cultivation patches, some
of them chewing joints of sugar-cane, and most of them with
long knives in their hands.
Clumps of bananas and bread fruit trees surrounding
most of the huts and the village, gave the impression of quiet
simple prosperity. The guide pointed out the chief's house
and explained that in Col d'Ameu as in most villages the
chief's house was equipped with telephone, so that medieal
aid—maternity cases provide almost the only excuse for
medical attention—could be quickly summoned in an
emergency.
Back along the road to La Poa, we met another group of
natives—clean-limbed and of magnificent physique, the men.
with scrubby moustaches and great heads of hair—bargaining
with the driver of a large van, which makes the round of
the tribes, exchanging a few simple goods, cotton prints and
matches, for the natives' bananas, breadfruit, and in some
places, coconuts.
On their reserves the natives can easily produce enough
for their needs. They have no worry about the necessity of
family limitation, nor have they to worry about the weekly
rent bill, or gas and electric light accounts. When they want
some little luxuries they have to plant a few extra square
yards of cultivation, and when it has been harvested squat

